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Materials and Methods

Modeling of the prompt elasto–gravity signals

At point r, the elastic displacement u generated by an earthquake located at rs and with

normalized moment tensor Mij can be written as (e.g. 32):

ui(r, t) = Mjkm(t) ∗ Gij,k(r, rs; t) (S1)

where Gij is the Green’s function and m is the temporal moment function of the earthquake

(its integral is the earthquake seismic moment). In a realistic medium, Gij has to be calcu-

lated numerically, which is done here using AXITRA (15). This code is based on the discrete

wavenumber approach (16) combined with the reflectivity technique (33), and allows to calcu-

late the Green function in a vertically stratified medium. Earth flattening (33,34) is introduced

to correct for sphericity, as some stations are several thousands of kilometers away from the

earthquake. We use here the PREM model (35) in the mantle combined with a continental

crustal thickness of 40 km.

We use the parameters of the Global Centroid Moment Tensor (23) for the source coordi-

nates (latitude=37.52, longitude=143.05, depth=20km), origin time (2011/03/11, 05:46:22.8)

and static moment tensor Mij controlled by (strike, dip, rake) = (203◦, 10◦, 88◦). We adopt as

moment function m the temporal integral of the isosceles triangular GCMT moment rate func-

tion (140 s duration). Its time integral is the GCMT seismic moment (M0 = 5.31 1022N.m).

The centroid formalism only takes into account the first order terms of the effects generated by

the spatial and temporal extents of the seismic source (36). However, the source of the Tohoku

earthquake is compact (250 km x 150 km , e.g. 37) and the gravity perturbations are long–period

(7), hence the centroid source description is completely appropriate for most of the stations con-

sidered here. We only expect that this simplified formalism can affect the modeling accuracy at
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the closest stations (MAJO, INU and SHR), located at distances shorter than 700 km. The latter

stations are however mostly included to illustrate why their elasto-gravity signals are smaller

than the ones of stations located further away (limited time window compared to earthquake

duration and strong cancelling effect of the gravity perturbations by the induced accelerations),

and the point-source modeling is sufficient for these purposes.

At time t, the volume V P
s affected by u is controlled by the travel–time of the fastest (P)

elastic waves :

V P
s (t) = {r′ ∈ V / T P (rs, r

′) < t}, (S2)

where V is the volume of the Earth and T P (r, r′) is the P–wave travel–time between r and r′.

In an homogeneous medium, V P
s is an open ball, centered in rs and growing with time (Fig.

S3); at t = TP , where TP = T P (rs, r0) is the P–wave travel–time between the source and the

station located in r0, its radius is the distance between rs and r0. Once u is calculated using

equation (S1) on a grid meshing the volume V P
s (TP ), the early gravity perturbation ∆gP at

times t < T P (rs, r) can be calculated with the relation (6,7):

∆gP (r, t) = G

∫
V P
s (t)

ρ(r′)[u(r′, t)− 3(er′r.u(r′, t))er′r]

|r′ − r|3
dr′ (S3)

where G is the gravitational constant, ρ is the density, and er′r = (r′ − r)/|r′ − r|. Equation

(S3) adequately takes into account the density variations in the volume due to compression

and dilation, as well as the contributions of the deformation of the Earth’s surface and other

material interfaces during wave propagation. Observing that ρ∆gP is instaneously non-zero

everywhere in the medium (equation S3), and realizing that this term is itself a distribution of

body forces generating elastic waves, there is an evolving volume V P
g that is a source of elastic

waves arriving in r0 before TP :

V P
g (t) =

{
{r′ ∈ V / T P (r0, r

′) < TP − t} if t ≥ 0

∅ if t < 0
(S4)
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In an homogeneous medium, V P
g is an open ball centered in r0, initially with radius equal

to the distance between r0 and rs, and shrinking with time (Fig. S3). In any medium, there

is no intersection between V P
g (t) and V P

g (t) for any time t (because ∀r ∈ V, (T P (r0, r) +

T P (rs, r)) ≤ TP , the only case of equality being when r is on the P ray between rs and r0).

In V P
g , the gravity perturbation is therefore the unique acting force and the associated waves

arriving in r0 before TP travel in an otherwise unperturbed medium. We can then use again

the Green function representation, with the gravity perturbations acting as force source terms.

Taking into account the contribution of all gravity perturbations, the acceleration in r0 at t < TP

is :

üPz (r0, t) =
d2

dt2

∫ TP

0

∫
V P
g (τ)

ρ(r′)∆gPi (r′, τ)Giz(r0, r′; t− τ)dr′dτ (S5)

Considering that Giz(r0, r′; t−τ) = 0 if (t−τ) < T P (r0, r
′) (before the arrival of the P waves),

Equation (S5) can be written:

üPz (r0, t) =
d2

dt2

∫ TP

0

∫
V P
g (t−TP (r0,r′))

ρ(r′)∆gPi (r′, τ)Giz(r0, r′; t− τ)dr′dτ (S6)

or in convolutive form :

üPz (r0, t) =
d2

dt2

∫
V P
0 (t)

ρ(r′)∆gPi (r′, t) ∗ Giz(r′, r0, t)dr′ (S7)

where

V P
0 (t) = V P

g (t− T P (r0, r
′)) =

{
{r′ ∈ V / T P (r0, r

′) < t} if t ≤ TP

∅ if t > TP
(S8)

V P
0 (t) has the physical interpretation to be the location of the gravity perturbations that generate

elastic waves in r0 at a given time t (< TP ). In an homogeneous medium, V P
0 is an open ball,

centered in r0 and growing with time (Fig. S3); at t = TP , its radius is the distance between

rs and r0. In order to practically compute üPz with equation (S7), ∆gP and Giz are calculated

on a grid meshing V P
0 (TP ), using equation (S3) and again the AXITRA code, respectively.
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Combining equations (S3) and (S7) provides access to the prompt elasto–gravity signal recorded

in r0 :

∀t < TP , a
P
z (r0, t) = ∆gPz (r0, t)− üPz (r0, t) (S9)

The theoretical cancellation between ∆gPz and üPz in an homogeneous medium (see the demon-

stration in the last subsection of the Material and Methods) provides a way to validate the

suitability of this approach in a specific case, both from the theoretical and numerical points of

view. As shown in Fig. S4, this cancellation is well reproduced when deepening the source and

the receiver and considering an homogeneous Earth model instead of the PREM model. This

strongly supports the modeling of the elasto–gravity signals provided in this study.

Evaluation of the contribution of additional terms

Other terms contributing to aPz :

In equation (S9), we neglect the additional effect on the seismometer of the gravity pertur-

bations related to the Earth displacement uPz at the station. This additional term can be written

KuPz , where the K factor represents the free–air gravity effect (2g/R, where g is gravity at the

surface and R the Earth radius) minus the Bouguer anomaly (2πρG). Evaluation of these terms

at the surface gives K ' 2.10−6s−2. When compared to üPz , this term would be of comparable

(or larger) amplitude only for very low frequencies, and has a quadratic decay with increasing

frequencies. Practically, even at the lowest frequency considered here (0.002Hz), its relative

amplitude is K/(4π20.0022) ' 0.012. The associated perturbations are at least two orders of

magnitude lower than the contributions of ∆gPz and üPz considered in equation (S9).
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Validity of the non-gravitational approximation of the wave equation

Seismological problems involving the elastic and gravitational fields can be exactly formu-

lated by a self–gravitating set of equations where both fields are coupled (e.g. equation 4.3 in

6, coupled with the Poisson equation). This takes in particular into account that seismic waves

induce gravity perturbations, which in turn modify the seismic wavefield. These effects are

not considered in equations (S1) and (S5-S7), where the Green’s functions are computed with

the AXITRA method in a non-gravitating medium (considering therefore the classical elasto–

dynamic wave equation). However, the relative amplitude of the gravitational effects in the

wave equation at a given frequency f depends on the factor (f0/f)2 where f0 =
√
ρG/π (see

page 142 in 6). In the crust and upper mantle, ρ = 3000− 5000 kg/m3, which means that even

at the lowest frequencies considered here (0.002 Hz), the gravitational effects are on the order of

2%. Thus on the one hand, we can consider that inside V P
s , u is accurately computed using the

classical elasto–dynamic equation with a force term representing the earthquake source, which

leads to equation (S1). And on the other hand, inside V P
g , we can consider that üPz is accurately

computed using the classical elasto–dynamic equation with ρ∆gP as a body–force term (equa-

tions S5-S7). The complete resolution of the wave equations in a self-gravitating Earth, which

is usually done by a normal–mode approach (e.g. 6), is therefore not required in this study.

The present approach has the practical advantage to compute the prompt elasto–gravity signals

without modelling the full wavefield at the station. Normal–mode summation methods would

instead require a very high accuracy in order to reproduce these tiny signals without being af-

fected by the much larger amplitude elastic waves (105 to 106 times larger, see Fig. S1)
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Full cancellation of ∆gP by üP in an infinite medium

We start from the study of Harms et al. (7), who derived the gravity perturbation ∆g induced

by the seismic wavefield u generated by an earthquake source f in an infinite elastic space of

density ρ0. Ignoring self–gravitational coupling, the governing equations for that problem are:

ρ0ü = ∇ · σ + f (S10)

∇2ψ = −4πρ0G∇ · u (S11)

∆g = −∇ψ (S12)

where σ is the stress tensor and ψ the gravitational potential. The solution features transient

gravity changes before the arrival of P waves, which Harms et al. (7) coined “prompt gravity

perturbations”. This prompt gravity perturbation is the restriction of the ∆g gravity perturbation

to times shorter than the hypocentral P–wave arrival time at a given location, and is noted ∆gP

as in the main text. Here we show that, in an infinite medium, before the arrival of “direct P

waves” from the earthquake source contained in the direct wave field u, the ground acceleration

üP induced by ∆gP is exactly equal to ∆gP .

The momentum equation governing the gravity–induced wavefield uP , involving the stress

tensor σP , is

ρ0ü
P = ∇ · σP + ρ0 ∆gP (S13)

Because u = 0 before direct P waves arrive, we have ignored the term related to advection

through the pre–existing gravity gradient ρ0u ·∇g0 (where g0 is the initial gravity, see equation

4.3 in 6). In a self–gravitating Earth, the equations above should be solved simultaneously.

Because here we focus on frequencies significantly higher than f0 =
√
ρ0G/π, we can neglect

the complete self–gravitational coupling and treat these equations sequentially, similarly as what

has been done in the first subsection of the Material and Methods.
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We use the conventional decomposition of the earthquake source and the direct wave field

into P and S terms derived from potentials:

f = ∇Φ +∇∧Ψ (S14)

u = ∇φs +∇∧ ψs (S15)

In this formalism, P and S waves are decoupled, and a source term with a scalar potential Φ

generates a pure P wave displacement with scalar potential φs. On the one hand, taking the

gradient of equation (9) in Harms et al. (7), which is valid at all times, we get

∇ψ = −4πρ0G∇φs (S16)

As this equation is a fortiori true before the arrival of the P waves, we have:

∆gP = 4πρ0G∇φs (S17)

On the other hand, taking the gradient of equation (16) in Harms et al. (7), valid before direct P

waves arrive, we get

∇ψ̈ = −4πG∇Φ (S18)

Writing equation (S18) as

−ρ0∇ψ̈ = 4πρ0G∇Φ , (S19)

we recognize in the left hand side the second time derivative of the source term ρ0 ∆gP (=

−ρ0∇ψ) that induces uP in equation (S13). Because the governing equations are linear, we infer

that the wave field displacement uP induced by−ρ0∇ψ is related to the wave field displacement

∇φs induced by∇Φ with

üP = 4πρ0G∇φs (S20)

Comparing equations (S17) and (S20), we conclude that

∆gP = üP (S21)
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This result shows that, in an infinite medium, an accelerometer or gravimeter coupled to

the elastic medium, is insensitive to the prompt gravity perturbation ∆gP because of exact

cancellation by the gravity–induced ground acceleration üP . Numerical simulations mimicking

the full-space configuration (Fig. S4) well reproduce this theoretical finding.

However, this exact cancellation is not expected to hold in a half–space, owing to free sur-

face effects. After the direct seismic waves reach the free surface, equation (S16) is no longer

valid, but requires an additional term that involves the surface deformation (8). One particular

situation is tractable and provides some insight. Before direct P waves from a buried source

arrive at the free surface, ∆gP is the same as in an infinite space and the derivation of üP is

still valid if in equation (S20) we replace ∇φs by the displacement field ∇φ̃s generated by ∇Φ

in a half–space in the absence of ∇ ∧Ψ. Note that ∇φ̃s is not the same as the ∇φs that may

be obtained as an intermediate step in the derivation of the Green’s function for Lamb’s prob-

lem (e.g. 38), because the sources are different: ∇Φ in our problem and (∇Φ + ∇ ∧ Ψ) in

Lamb’s problem. This difference is significant because P and S potentials are coupled by the

free surface boundary conditions. Note also that the source ∇Φ is not localized at a point but

distributed over the half space:

Φ(r, t) =
Mij(t)

2π

∂21/r

∂xi∂xj
(S22)

for a double–couple point–source (a generalization of equation 17 in Harms et al. 7). The

resulting ∇φ̃s is not a pure P wave field, but includes S waves generated at the free surface.

These S waves contribute to üP but not to ∆gP . Clearly, in this situation, üP and ∆gP are not

equal.
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Figure S1: Acceleration signals in the pre– and and post–P–wave time window. Signals
are filtered in the 0.002–0.03Hz frequency range, in a time window starting 800 s before the
earthquake origin time and terminating 100 s after the P–wave arrival (green tick) at each sta-
tion. Station names and their hypocentral distances in kilometers (following Earth surface) are
shown to the left of each signal. Before the P–wave arrival, acceleration signals (aPz ) and their
corresponding scales (1nm/s2) are shown in red (as in Figure 1). After the P–wave arrival,
acceleration signals and their corresponding scales (0.1mm/s2) are shown in black. At this
1:100000 scale, post–P– wave signals have similar or larger amplitudes than pre–P–wave sig-
nals, meaning that the P–wave elastic signals are typically more 105 times larger than aPz . This
value is even larger if comparing with later elastic arrivals (approaching 106), but few stations
allow this comparison because of saturation of the signals. This saturation already affects the
MAJO station in the 100 s time window following the P–wave arrival.
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Figure S2: Illustration of the origins of the ∆gPz temporal variations, for stations West from
the Tohoku earthquake. We here take the MDJ station (located in r0) as an example. The
blue circles represent two isochrones of the hypocentral P–wave travel–time; the t1 isochrone
illustrates early times after the earthquake origin and t2 times closer from the P–wave arrival
time at MDJ. As a result of the focal mechanism of the Tohoku earthquake, the blue area is
compressed by the P waves (∇·u < 0) and the green areas are dilated by the P waves (∇·u > 0).
For a station located at the Earth surface, there are no contributions from Earth surface effects
to ∆gPz and we have ∆gPz = −G

∫
V
ρ∇·u (err0 .ez)/r

2 dr, where ez is the unit vertical vector.
From the latter equation, we can figure out which parts of the volume have a dominant effect on
∆gPz at a given time t: the closest regions from the station where∇ · u 6= 0 and err0 .ez 6= 0 are
expected to be the main contributors to ∆gPz . For t = t1 and t = t2, these regions are indicated
by the red ellipses. As the sign of ∇ · u changes for these two ellipses, we expect ∆gPz to be
positive at early times and to become later negative, as numerically simulated in Fig. 2.
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Figure S3: Illustration of the volumes contributing to the prompt elasto–gravity signals
in an homogeneous medium. The star and triangle are the earthquake and the receiver, re-
spectively. A and B show the configuration at two increasing times before the P hypocentral
arrival–time TP . V P

s (shaded with red) is the volume affected by elastic displacements directly
induced by the earthquake. V P

g (filled with green dots) is the volume where gravitational per-
turbations induced by the displacements in V P

s generate elastic waves arriving before TP at the
receiver. V P

0 (t) (shaded with blue) is the volume that is at the orgin of the latter elastic waves
arriving at t at the receiver. All these volumes are open balls in this homogeneous medium
(where there is a full cancellation between ∆gPz and üPz ). However these volumes remain de-
fined in a realistic Earth medium (such as the PREM model used in our simulations) even if
their geometries are deformed and possibly cut by the Earth surface. Even in heterogeneous
media, there is no intersection between V P

s and V P
g .
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Figure S4: Validation of the approach in an homogeneous medium. The configuration shown
in A is exactly the one of the INU station, except that (1) the earthquake and station depths have
been increased by 600km and (2) the PREM model has been replaced by an homogeneous
model (Vp = 6400m/s, VS = 3700m/s, ρ = 2700kg/m3). In this case, the 3 volumes V P

s , V P
g

and V P
0 do not have any interaction with the Earth surface at any time (their maximum exten-

sions are shown), which mimics a fully homogeneous medium. B shows that üPz closely follows
the evolution of ∆gPz up to the hypocentral P–wave arrival time, resulting in the expected can-
cellation of the elasto–gravity signal. All the signals are shown in the [0.002-0.03Hz] frequency
range. 13



Data file S1: (Trait_hplp_and_visu_SAC_for_reproduction.tar): A procedure to reproduce 

the prompt elasto-gravity signals (shown in Figure 1), starting from the raw broadband signals. 

By first reading the ’README’ file of this directory, the user has :

• Detailed information about the data processing strategy

• A practical way to reproduce numerically the signals (starting from the raw data and

metadata included in the directory), using a procedure written for the widely used SAC

software.
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